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To enable the detection of micrometeoroids and small-sized space debris

(MMSD) in the sub-mm range, in situ detectors aboard a spacecraft are the tool

of choice. Unfortunately, only a few projects have been sent to space until

today. However, knowledge of the MMSD population is important to keep the

reference models up-to-date and gain more insights into factors like the

amount of debris and its distribution along certain orbits. This will be crucial

for the safety of current and future spaceflight missions. Present-day in situ

detection systemsmostly rely on impact recognition and characterization using

different methods. One of them is the perforation of a special detection area

during such an event. These areas consist of one or more layers provided with

conductive traces. Any interruption of one of these lines can be recognized

using some kind of electrical continuity testing method or the determination of

the resistance. This goes along with some drawbacks, like the difficult or even

impossiblemulti-event recognition along one line. The proposed concept relies

on a reflectometric approach. In doing so, for example, pulses are being sent

along a well-defined transmission line, which is a part of the detection area. Any

alteration in the characteristic line impedance, for instance, due to an impact,

will generate reflections back into the generator. Their evaluation can provide

the location as well as the complex impedance of the perturbation.
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1 Introduction and background

It is undeniable that orbital debris has become a growing threat for not only space

missions, such as satellites, but also human spaceflight. To conquer this problem, one

aspect is the mitigation of space debris during the mission conception. Furthermore,

concepts for cleaning up existing debris in space do exist and are currently evaluated.

But to keep present and future missions safe, the current debris situation has to be

closely monitored. This is also important to keep models like ESA MASTER or NASA

ORDEM up to date. In situ methods, in contrast to earth-bound techniques (mostly as

part of space situational awareness programs, for example, via radar stations), have the

advantage that also the detection of MMSD/sub-mm particles can be made possible. It is

deeply desirable for the space debris community to develop new in situ detection concepts
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and add further data to the European Detector Impact Database

(EDID) (Bunte and Jurke, 2021).

Unfortunately, there have only been a small number of

missions utilizing some kind of in situ technique until today.

Used methods include acoustic sensors and ionization detectors

as well as resistive grids or other conductive arrangements, often

in combination to improve the detection accuracy. One

drawback is the physical space occupied by those systems in

the past. They require a certain detection area to offer a good

probability of impact during the mission duration, and therefore

this space is not available for other equipment like antennas or

other externally mounted payloads.

In the project SOLID (Bauer and Romberg, 2016), a novel

in situ detection method has been presented, which relies on

the impact-induced destruction of embedded conducting

traces in the solar panels of a satellite. In the majority of

cases, these represent the largest external system on a

satellite and therefore statistically maximize the number

of possible impact. Furthermore, the detector acts as an

underlying system for an already existing and necessary

system, which is also preferable in terms of cost and

feasibility. The drawback of wire-based methods like these

is that each line will be dysfunctional after a direct impact

and is not available for detection after such an event. Also,

multiple small impacts along one line cannot be detected at

all or at least localized.

In this article, an improved detection method, based on

the conducting trace principle, is presented. It not only

considers those traces as a conductive element but also

takes into account their properties in the high-frequency

domain as a transmission line. This enables further

insights and can overcome some limitations of the

traditional principles. With the advent of more and more

miniaturized radio frequency devices and systems like

smartphones/IoT/5G, compact beam forming, and radar

systems, a large number of specialized RF COTS

(commercial off-the-shelf) integrated circuits have also

been placed on the market. This could allow to integrate

this technique into a compact and energy-efficient evaluating

and processing unit.

Furthermore, this article shall provide an overview of existing

methods and a short outline of the theory as well as a proposed

novel principle and the resulting advantages.

2 Overview of existing technologies

2.1 Debris detection using the conductive
grid approach

In the following section, a brief overview of some selected in

situ detection systems utilizing some kind of conductive wire

method is given.

In 2001, ESA contracted DEBIE (Debris-In-Orbit-Evaluator)

(Kuitunen and Drolshagen, 2001) was flown aboard the ESAs

PROBA satellite. This detection system is not based on the

evaluation of broken conductive wires but relies on a wire

grid and an aluminum foil in conjunction with plasma

detectors. The grid is only used for shielding purposes, and

the actual detection takes place in between the foil with

dedicated detectors. In addition, the momentum alteration is

being sensed utilizing piezo sensors. Its detector size is described

as 100 × 100 mm. DEBIE2 has been mounted on the exterior of

the International Space Station’s Columbus module. (Menicucci

and Drolshagen, 2013).

The Japanese Space Agency JAXA presented a conductive

grid-based detection system in 2009 (Kitazawa and Sakurai,

2009). The number of broken strips as well as the respective

time can be measured. With this information, the size of an

impact hole can be estimated together with a corresponding

timestamp. This system uses a mixed-analog–digital approach to

detect the time of an impact in the first place, and when a

suspected impact takes place, the evaluation system is switched to

a secondmode. In the first operation mode, all lines are measured

simultaneously regarding their resistance. After impact detection,

the lines are sequentially multiplexed to find out which lines are

damaged.

In 2017, the SOLID (Solar Generator-Based Impact Detector)

in situ debris detector (Bauer and Romberg, 2016) was flown as a

payload of the research satellite TechnoSat. This system also

makes use of the conductive PCB trace approach but this time

integrated into the solar panels of a satellite, sandwiched between

the cells themselves and the honeycomb structure. This avoids

the occupation of the valuable space on the outer skin of the

spacecraft. The detector is based on a double-layered trace grid

using a multiplexed DC measuring approach. The size of the

detector grid can be adapted toward the actual installed solar

panel surface.

The NASA SDS/DRAGONS (Space Debris Sensor/Debris

Resistive/Acoustic Grid Orbital NASA-Navy Sensor)

(Hamilton and Liou, 2017) technology demonstrator was

planned to operate outside the International Space Station. It

uses two conductive grids, approximately 15 cm apart. Acoustic

piezoelectric sensors are used to measure the impact time as well

as provide some additional information regarding the impact

position and particle size. The traces of the grid are evaluated for

their resistance value and are used to provide a higher spatial

resolution of the penetration site. The overall detection area is

approximately 1 square meter.

2.2 Time-domain reflectometry systems
for general fault localization

The TDR method (or equivalent principles) is already in use

in numerous applications. The following paragraphs shall give a
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brief overview of some use-cases, mostly for ground-based

analysis, but also some attempts for use in aerospace are

presented. A more detailed technical insight is given in

Section 3.1.

A prominent example of the use of TDR systems is the cable-

and wire-fault analysis. These kinds of measurements are, for

example, useful in power-plant environments, as well as aircraft,

and readily commercially available (Furse and Haupt, 2001;

Shumaker et al., 2012).

Larger scale TDR systems for the detection of structural

damage in civil engineering are examined, for example, for the

detection of cracks in concrete. They have been presented, for

instance, in Bishop et al. (2011) or Furse et al. (2009). Different

transmission line architectures, such as coaxial cables or parallel

lines of defined impedance, are being used. Also, systems do exist

to measure the water content in soil due to changes in the

dielectric constant of the surrounding medium for example,

described in Ledieu et al. (1986). They are available

commercially as well. Small-scale TDR systems on microstrip

bases have also been used for structural health monitoring, for

e.g., in carbon fibers (Todoroki et al., 2014).

Furthermore, publications for the use of structural

monitoring in space-based applications do exist: in Bilén and

Gilchrist, (2001), a concept is presented, where an

electromagnetic tether is designed as a coaxial transmission

line. With the use of such a line with a well-known

impedance, the possibility of monitoring structural damages of

the tether is given.

NASA presents a concept in its Technical Briefs, which

proposes the use of a conductive structure and electrical

measurement principles, such as TDR, to detect damages, for

example, of the outer skin of space habitats (Williams, 2013).

The goal of a proposed system in this article, however, is to

develop a small-scale version of such a monitoring device by

taking the advantage of recent miniaturized COTS components.

3 The proposed detection approach
for in situ space debris detection

3.1 Technical background

In direct current (DC) environments, like the conventional

continuity testing method for detecting faulty wires, these wires

are just treated as a conducting metal. But when a line is driven

with an alternating/transient signal and the physical length is a

significant fraction of the wavelength (usually l> λ
4), then these

wires/conductor arrangements have to be considered a

distributed network using the transmission line theory since

this behavior becomes dominant. This also applies to pulses

and their rise (fall) time tr as they propagate through a line with

the propagation velocity tprop. If tprop > 0.5 · tr, the transmission

line behavior, should be taken into account. As a consequence,

each line comes with a characteristic impedance and has to be

driven and terminated using that specific impedance.

Discontinuities lead to reflections. These are detemined with

the reflection coefficient Γ, which is the ratio of the incident

voltage and the reflected one (1):

Γ � Ureflected

Uincident
(1)

The reflection coefficient has a value between −1 (short

circuit) and +1 (open line). Zero resembles a matched line

(ZL = Z0). From this reflection coefficient Γ, the characteristic

impedance ZL can be calculated (2):

ZL � Z0 · 1 + Γ
1 − Γ (2)

Focusing on PCB traces, these have to be modeled with a

specific characteristic (wave) impedance when used in the

discussed RF/high-speed environments to avoid reflections.

The simplest one is the so-called microstrip line, but also

more complicated structures like the sandwiched stripline

arrangements are imaginable. The characteristic impedance

for a single line depends on the dielectric constant ϵr of the

used PCB material as well as the physical dimensions

(Hammerstad and Jensen, 1980). Also, an effective dielectric

constant ϵeff < ϵr is introduced, since the fields are not entirely

inside the substrate.

FIGURE 1
Selected reflection pulse behaviors of transmission lines. The
excitation pulses are drawn in black and the reflected ones in light
gray. (A) Matched line, no reflection. (B) Open line. (C) Matched
line with an impedance discontinuity ZL inside the line.
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When this transmission line consideration for PCB traces

mostly means additional design effort for digital circuit

engineers, we can make use of this fact to gather more

information on the physical condition of our traces.

A well-known principle for the characterization of high-

frequency transmission lines is time-domain reflectometry

(TDR) (Hiebel, 2006; Dunsmore, 2012).

With the TDR method, a pulse or step from a generator is

being sent along a transmission line. Any discontinuities lead to

an altered characteristic impedance and therefore result in

reflections. These reflections are travelling back along the line

toward the generator and can then be evaluated inside the TDR

receiver. Considering a microstrip transmission line with an

effective permittivity of ϵeff, the distance of a measured

impedance discontinuity is given by (3):

l � t · c0
2 · ���ϵeff

√ (3)

Figure 1 exemplarily shows the reflection behavior of some

selected cases of pulse excitation, for e.g., of a microstrip

transmission line. The injected pulse is shown in black. Graph

A shows a terminated line, and since no reflection occurs (ZL =

Z0), just the excitation signal is visible. Graph B displays an open

line (ZL → ∞), for example, one which is not terminated

properly or cut through. Graph C finally shows a terminated

transmission line that has a higher characteristic impedance ZL at

a certain point (ZL > Z0). In the case of a microstrip transmission

line, a reduced trace width can be the reason. A typical microstrip

impedance profile for a trace with different widths along the line

is displayed in Figure 2.

The accuracy of the distance measurement mainly

depends on the exact knowledge of the propagation

velocity (and hence the dielectric behavior). Other aspects

which have to be taken into account in practice are the

sampling properties of the receiver. The spatial resolution,

namely, the accuracy to tell apart two closely spaced

discontinuities, is correlated to the propagation time

between their two locations and the system rise time and

is given by (4) (Tektronix, 2007):

tres � 0.5 · tsystem (4)

However, there are even more accuracy degrading factors

(e.g., unwanted reflections), which can be reduced using

appropriate signal processing (Dunsmore, 2012). Other related

methods for reflectometric measurements not discussed here are

frequency-domain reflectometry, where a frequency sweep is

being applied to the device under test and the result is being

transformed back to the time-domain using inverse Fourier

transform as well as spread-spectrum time-domain

reflectometry.

4 Proposed novel system

4.1 Advantages over conventional systems

Applying the idea of not only measuring the conductance of a

trace but also the characteristic impedance at any place (and of

course also complete interruptions) adds some new interesting

insights into the detection principle. Partly damaged traces can

be detected, since a change in the trace width and alteration in the

surrounding dielectric lead to a different characteristic wave

impedance at that exact position. For an exposed conductor

system, there might also be the possibility to detect micro-

abrasion and degradation over time caused by very small

MMSD. Figure 3 displays an example of one detection layer.

FIGURE 2
Illustration of microstrip trace with segments of different
widths, resulting in different characteristic impedance (upper
picture). The generator as well as the match have the impedance
of the line (Z0 = ZL). The excitation signal is a step function or
integral of an impulse. The lower graph resembles the
corresponding impedance profile along the line.

FIGURE 3
Partly damaged PCB traces can still serve detection purposes:
impact (2) can still be detected, even if the same traces are already
damaged by impact (1). Impacts (3) and (4) share a common
damaged line; their locations on the line can also be
recognized. Generator/evaluation unit and/or terminations are not
displayed in the picture for clarity.
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Impacts 1 and 2 cannot be detected and localized using the

continuity or resistive method, but the reflectometric approach

makes these damages visible. Impacts 3 and 4 share a common

partly damaged line, which would be invisible in the continuity

testing method and therefore reduce the estimated size of the

impact.

Existing wire- or PCB trace-based detectors utilizing a

continuity test are only able to detect a single impact per trace

or a resistance change of the entire line. If the trace is

completely damaged once, no current for measurement can

flow anymore. The proposed reflectometric method is able to

still detect the impact if there are already previous damages

along the line, and also partial impacts can be detected. If one

of the considered single detection layers is connected to an

evaluation unit at only one side, it is possible to detect one to

two complete impacts which cut the line completely. This is

the case if the second impact is located closer to the evaluation

circuit. Depending on the specific setup, namely, evaluating

the reflections from both sides of the grid, there is even the

possibility to detect a minimum of two and up to four total

impacts per line. Figure 4 shows an exemplary setup of a

double-layered detection grid with reflectometric evaluation

from one side each, while the other side is terminated.

Considering only the vertical lines and that impact one

took place before impact 3, the alteration of the impedance

profile can still be detected. The same is the case for the

horizontal lines if impact 2 happened before impact 3. As a

consequence, the position of impact 3 can be completely

determined, even though the traces have been completely

cut before.

A double-layered conductor grid with perpendicularly

arranged traces has been used, for e.g., in SOLID, and is

necessary for the exact determination of an impact site in two

dimensions. The novel concept presented in this article could

also support the usage of only one detection layer (with some

limitations). A use-case could be if there are some constraints

regarding complexity or cost. However, this goes along with a

limited detection capability. If the evaluation circuit is only

connected to one side of the grid, it might be possible to

detect an impact position and also measure the shape and size

of an object in the y direction. Also, a second impact detection on

the very same lines is possible, if this one is located closer to the

evaluation circuit than the previous impact. With the connection

of such a circuit on both sides of the detection grid, we again get

the possibility to characterize an impact from both sides. A

second impact and third impact can be detected and partly

characterized (from one side) if located closer to one of the

detection circuits.

4.2 Possible practical realization

Similar to already existing systems, a multitude of traces have

to be merged to be driven by the main evaluation unit using

switching devices like multiplexers. In this case, since we are

dealing with high frequencies and fast pulses, suitable devices like

DC-compatible microelectromechanical system (MEMS)

switches have to be used. To minimize the number of

channels, also meander-shaped structures are imaginable since

FIGURE 4
Resistive grid (continuity testing) would not be able to detect
impact (3) after impacts (1) and (2). The use of a technique based on
reflectometry could avoid this “blind spot” along already broken
traces.

FIGURE 5
Illustration of an impedance curve for different hole
indentations of the right hole. The overlay shows the
corresponding holes in the microstrip, and the right one in the
position of a complete trace cut. The microstrip itself is being
fed from the left-hand side, and the right-hand side is terminated.
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the concept can distinguish the areas between the bends. The

reflectometric method can also be used in addition and on top of

the traditional and more simple evaluation concept since also

DC-compatible multiplexers are used here. This adds a

secondary layer of redundancy.

4.3 Simulation results of a fine trace

In this section, CAE software CST (Dassault Systemes CST

Studio Suite, 2022) has been used. The software application is a

so-called full-wave numerical electromagnetic simulator, which

discretizes a 3D model and simulates the electromagnetic

behavior including material characteristics and coupling.

Multiple solvers are available for different use-cases, such as

time-domain, frequency-domain, or eigenmodes. For the

following simulations, the time-domain solver has been used.

Numerous simulations with damaged and partly damaged single

lines and different excitation signals have been conducted.

Exemplarily, the following microstrip transmission line PCB

has been modeled. Figure 5 shows a microstrip line with a

length L of 150 mm and a trace width w of 0.45 mm with two

holes, each with a diameter of 2 mm. The hole displayed on the

left side cuts away half of the trace width, whereas the hole on the

right side has been moved between different positions in the

vertical position. In the first position, the hole just touches the

trace at its lateral side and then moves further inside until it is

completely cut. The system is being fed from the left side and

terminated from the right, and the equivalent pulse rise time

(10–90%) tr is around 44 ps. The resulting curve shows the

impedance along the time, whereas the latter one directly

corresponds to the position along the line, considering the

propagation velocity. It can be seen that the further the

second hole moves inside the trace area, the higher its

characteristic impedance gets. So a direct relationship between

the intrusion depth of a hole and the resulting impedance is

given. To demonstrate the effect of the detectability of an impact,

even if the trace has already been partially hit before, the hole in

the center has been introduced. Vice versa, even if the hole on the

right side completely cuts the trace, the first hole can still be

detected.

4.4 Experimental results and comparison
with computer simulation

To validate the simulation results and to get an impression

of how accurate different measurement methods tend to be,

various measurements have been carried out. A 304.8 mm

long microstrip line on top of a 1.27 mm thick Rogers

TMM3 PCB and a nominal strip width of 2.88 mm have

been fabricated. This results in a characteristic impedance

of 50 Ω. The rather large strip width of the first prototypes has

been chosen for practical and production reasons (thickness)

and to achieve good results even with manual machining/

drilling. It is proposed that later versions feature

much narrower strips. The PCB is equipped with two

FIGURE 6
Photograph of measuredmicrostrip PCB trace with the offset
hole in the center of the PCB. The board is being fed from the
right-hand side.

FIGURE 7
Measured and simulated reflectometry results of microstrip
line impedance with different hole sizes at the center location. The
physical position is 15.24 cm. The hole covers half of the strip
laterally.

TABLE 1 Time delays and resulting distance calculated with the
average r of TMM3 material between the assumed reference
plane and the TDR peak position. Also given is the difference of
measured/simulated value vs. physical hole position (15.24 cm).

VNA TDR SIM

Time delay (ns) 1.785 1.739 1.652

Distance peak to ref. (cm) 15.40 15.84 15.05

Difference el. meas./sim. vs. hole pos. (cm) 0.16 0.6 0.19
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SMA-style soldering connectors.For the measurement of the

line properties and its characterization, two different devices

relying on different measurement principles and in varying

price ranges have been used: a Rohde & Schwarz ZVB20 vector

network analyzer with a time-domain option (20 GHz, FDR)

and a USB-driven Sympuls TDR meter (80 ps rise time). After

calibration of the devices, the reference plane had to be

evaluated to exclude parts of the test fixture/connectors.

For this purpose, a custom-made short was used. For the

measurement of the PCB itself, the second port of the PCB

trace has been terminated with 50 Ω. The computer

simulation was configured to roughly have the same

behavior as the vector network analyzer (fmax = 20 GHz).

This again is equivalent to a pulse rise time (10–90%) of

around 44 ps.

4.4.1 Microstrip line on PCB featuring a single
hole

After the first measurement of the line without any

perturbation, holes of 1, 2, and 3 mm diameter have been

drilled in the exact half of the board (at position 15.24 cm)

and centered on the edge of the trace and just covering half of it

(see Figure 6).

In addition, computer simulations with the same PCB and

hole setup have been made in CST Studio for comparison. The

results of both measurements and the corresponding simulation

are shown in Figure 7 and Table 1. The distance has been

calculated from the average dielectric constant ϵr, eff given in

the datasheet.

It can also be seen that the first and third graphs have a quite

good match regarding their TDR responses. One can draw a

conclusion from the response curve to hole size. The second

graph, recorded with the cost-efficient TDR meter, has a coarser

spatial resolution. Even though the 1 mm hole (respectively half

of it) can only be detected hardly, larger holes can be clearly

distinguished. But it has to be mentioned again that the used strip

width for practical use is intended to be much narrower in future

prototypes, which shall lead to more responsivity even for a small

impact.

Although the devices have all been calibrated to a reference

plane and the delay values respective distances offset to remove

the fixture, there is still quite a small time/distance deviation

FIGURE 8
Photograph ofmeasuredmicrostrip PCB tracewith two offset holes of different sizes in the center of the PCB, 7 cm apart. The board is being fed
from the right-hand side.

FIGURE 9
Measured and simulated reflectometry results of microstrip
line impedance with two different holes (3 and 2 mm diameter) at
the center location and 7 cm apart. The holes cover half of the strip
laterally.

TABLE 2 Time delays and resulting distance were calculated with
reference r between the two perturbation maxima for the two
measurement devices and the computer simulation.

VNA TDR SIM

Time delay (ns) 0.775 0.783 0.76

Distance (cm) 7.07 7.05 6.82
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between the graphs. This is because the calibration plane could

not often be determined very exactly, due to a not well-defined

impedance and therefore the electrical length of the soldered

connectors. This could be improved by the use of high-grade

solderless measurement-grade connectors for the prototype and

introducing reference features at the PCB level to conduct

differential distance measurements, also for calibration.

The impedance, as well as the distance calculation for the

graph, has been calculated with the nominal value for the

dielectric constant, given in the datasheet of the

TMM3 material of ϵr = 3.27 ± 0.032 (mentioned previously).

The given tolerance can be neglected for the impedance since it

leads to insignificant changes in the decimal place. However, a

tolerance of the dielectric constant could lead to an impact on the

total spatial accuracy. Calculated for a reflection at 1.5 ns, the

deviation can be in the millimeter range. But assuming an evenly

distributed and well-defined dielectric constant of a specific PCB

lot combined with an exact calibration, this possible inaccuracy

could be reduced.

4.4.2 Microstrip line on PCB featuring two holes
In the following measurement, the same setup which has been

used previously was utilized, but in this case, the PCB trace features

two holes with a spacing of 70 mm (Figure 8). The first one has a

diameter of 3 mm and the second one of 2 mm, each positioned on

the edge of the PCB trace. This experiment shall demonstrate the

capability to detect not only multiple perturbations but also the

possible accuracy if the ambiguous impedance and length of a

soldered standard PCB connector are not taken into account.

Alongside the measurement, a simulation has been conducted as

well. The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 2.

The outcome shows that the two holes can be clearly

distinguished in both graphs. Furthermore, it can be seen that

the distance inaccuracy shown in the previous section could be

drastically reduced due to the relative measurement on PCB. This

strengthens the assumption that this can be attributed to inaccurate

knowledge of the electrical length of the SMA solder connector.

However, the simulation has the largest deviation from the true

value, and this might have its root cause due to the discrete nature of

the mesh and is a matter of further investigation.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this article, a novel concept for an improved conductive trace-

based in situ space debris detector is presented. With this concept,

even more information about the impact can be collected compared

to existing approaches. Completely cut as well as partially damaged

lines can be, depending on the case, used multiple times, and impact

types can be distinguished from each other. The reflectometry

approach could be used in addition to the common methods,

but it offers the option to reduce the layer complexity at the

detection site as well. The upcoming miniaturized RF COTS

parts of the last couple of years could enable the practical

implementation of a compact onboard-reflectometer including

the necessary RF routing network. First prototypes have been

fabricated and evaluated with different measurement methods,

which showed promising results. Even with lower-cost

commercial measurement equipment and longer pulse rise times

(and thus reduced cost and complexity), characteristics of the impact

of different sizes can be seen. Future work on the project will also

include more in-depth analysis of thinner lines to improve detection

capabilities for small impactors. This shall also cover multi-line

boards regarding their its RF behavior, such as line coupling and

resonance and the corresponding calibration strategy. An important

figure of merit will also be the achievable accuracy of the

measurements, both in simulation and practice and under

different circumstances (materials and environment). Also, a

suitable material for lamination into the structure of a solar

panel has to be evaluated. The used substrate material has to be

carefully chosen for a stable dielectric constant. However,

temperature compensation techniques will be unavoidable to

improve accuracy. The detection concept and system have been

patented under Hauer et al. (2018) and Hauer and Fexer (2017).

These patents include the idea to integrate such a detection concept

into certain antenna types (e.g., wire or spiral antennas) and to

monitor the impact on these kinds of structures. Also, possible RF

COTS parts are under investigation and being sourced.
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